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THE BRAND1
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Las Vegas was the place where 
everyone knew your name and what 
you enjoyed. The relationships you 
developed meant you never had to 
worry about anything. It wasn’t about 
the “Big Players”, it was about you. You 
felt like you were the only person in 
the place. That kind of service is what 
made Vegas successful, and it’s what 
we’re continuing to do today. We’re 
the local hangout that caters to host 
big name bands. 
Born & Raised® was created to honor 
these ideals. You might say it’s part 
of our heritage to maintain the ideals 
of a place like this, where everyone is 
treated as if they matter. It’s not about 
the bottom line. It’s about relating to 
the customer and giving them what 
they deserve. Our goal is about 
connecting, engaging, and celebrating 
with the people who live in Las Vegas 
and, as a result, memorializing the life-
style they represent.
MOODBOARD
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Born & Raised is pushing more 
towards the historic side of Las Vegas 
and will incorporate that in part of the 
company’s interior and promotional 
redesign. We will focus on incorpor-
rating memorabilia that will include 
casino, showgirl and other Las Vegas 
aesthetics. Additionally, we’ll promote 
the Born & Raised® redesign with a 
“Speakeasy” influenced launch party – 
with the inclusion of classic signature 
cocktails, prohibition era décor and 
promotional posters (invitations) 
and entertainment that matches the 
feel of 20th century Las Vegas. 
We mean to enhance the local’s 
experience by merging great food 
and classic cocktail creations, with 
the glamourous and iconic style of Las 
Vegas history. This company can gain 
an upper hand by shifting their focus 
toward advertising for a fun and 
different kind of local hang out – a cool 
place to get away from the traffic of 
the Las Vegas Strip, while still enjoying 
all the glitz and glamour that makes 
Las Vegas the “City of Entertainment”. 

LOGO2
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A logo identifies a company or product 
via the use of a mark, flag, symbol or 
signature. Logo’s derive their meaning 
from the quality of the thing it symbol-
izes, not the other way around – logos 
are there to identify, not to explain. In 
a nutshell, what a logo means is more 
important than what it looks like. A 
logo should not literally describe what 
the business does but rather, identify 
the business in a way that is recogniz-
able and memorable - and identifies 
a business or product in its simplest 
form.
Primary Logo
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CLEAR SPACE
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COLOR PALETTE3
Color palette comprises primary and accent colors that can 
be used with decor, logo developing brand colors. They’ve 
been designed to work harmoniously with each other. 
The color palette fills in the spectrum to create a complete 
and usable palette - through surface shades, shadow depth, 
and ink opacity.
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MATERIALS
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Brick walls and modern interiors – one 
would imagine that they would be at odds 
with one another. But the last few years 
have seen design choice gravitate towards 
the beautiful brick wall whenever they 
need a touch of texture, unique character 
and a dab of timeless charm. For some, 
the exposed brick wall is an expression of 
the rich, historic past of the building and a 
blend of the past and the present. 
Brick and wood together create a stylish 
blend of traditional natural materials, 
adding unique character, warmth and 
charm to a space. Bronze is a metal that 
plays well with these two elements and is a 
little bit more on the neutral side. The use 
of bronze also signifies grandeur and 
sophisticated style. Apart from what you 
do with a great atmosphere. 
TYPOGRAPHY4
People respond more to how you 
look and sound than to what you 
actually say. We keep this in mind 
as we consider the typefaces that 
represent our brand. Printed text is 
how your brand is represented when 
you aren’t there to speak for it. The 
fonts you use to set that text provide 
the tone and emotional context for 
your printed words. 
Therefore, we should be as meticu-
lous in choosing and controlling the 
fonts used to represent our brand, 
as the colors and imagery. How your 
typeface is set, combined with the 
basic legibility of the typeface, yields 
a certain level of readability. In most 
cases, communication comes before 
style — form follows function — so 
resolve readability first.
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“Design is how you look; type is how you sound.”
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Photography is a powerful way to communicate our 
unique brand identity. Simple, direct, and honest 
images are the best way to express the complexity of 
who we are to our outside audiences. 
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Jennifer Date 
10000 West Charleston Blvd
Las Vegas NV 89119
www.jennidatedesigns.com


